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Corrections in the 21st Century uses a practical approach to introduce students to the ideas and practices characteristic of modern corrections while equipping them with the skills necessary to
succeed in the field. Its approach to corrections includes a thorough description of correctional ideology, a comprehensive overview of correctional practice, and the development of personal
skills applicable to the corrections field.
This highly acclaimed criminology text presents an up-to-date review of rational choice theories, including deterrence, shaming, and routine activities. It also incorporates current examples of
deterrence research regarding domestic violence, drunk driving, and capital punishment, and features thought-provoking discussion of the relativity of crime. The authors explore the crime
problem, its context, and causes of crime. The organization of the text reflects the fact that the etiology of crime must be at the heart of criminology. It examines contemporary efforts to
redefine crime by focusing on family violence, hate crimes, white-collar misconduct with violent consequences, and other forms of human behavior often neglected by criminologists. Extensive
discussion of evolving laws is included, and while the prevalence of the scientific method in the field of criminology is highlighted, the impact of ideology on explanations of crime is the
cornerstone of the book. Comprehensive introductory textbook that looks at competing answers to the question, "Why do people commit crimes?" Student-friendly figures, features, highlights,
and full-color photos. Each chapter includes learning objectives, discussion questions, and lists of key terms and concepts, key criminologists, and important legal cases. The eighth edition
includes updates throughout and expanded coverage of biosocial theories of crime and life-course criminology.
Gain a practical and comprehensive understanding of the juvenile justice system with JUVENILE JUSTICE, Fifth Edition. Highly accessible and student friendly, this text explores various
programs and processes that exist in today’s juvenile justice system, including prevention efforts through school and community-based programs. The fifth edition also includes expanded
coverage of measurement, victimization, differences between the adult and juvenile justice systems, diversity, gangs, future trends in the field, cutting-edge policies, and more. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Introduce students to the challenges, excitement and rewards of law enforcement today with Dempsey, Forst, and Carter's AN INTRODUCTION TO POLICING, 9th Edition. Written by law
enforcement veterans with extensive first-hand experience in all areas of policing, this engaging book blends practical information with pertinent theory. The authors examine current issues
and topics, and present the latest in academic and practitioner research as well as the most current applications, statistics, court cases and information on law enforcement careers. Extensive
examples from police departments throughout the nation and world as well as essays from respected law enforcement veterans offer insights into crucial law enforcement issues and
challenges. AN INTRODUCTION TO POLICING is an essential read for anyone considering a career in law enforcement today. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Juvenile Justice System
Looseleaf for Criminology
Drug Use and Abuse: A Comprehensive Introduction
Criminal Justice Essentials, Study Guide
The Core

Cole, Smith, and DeJong’s CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN AMERICA, Seventh Edition, lets you experience the real-world excitement of this dynamic field while helping
you excel in your course with the support of proven, integrated study tools. In this engaging, reader-friendly book, you’ll learn about new career
opportunities in criminal justice and read true stories of offenders and their experiences within the system. You’ll also learn about the crucial role that
public policy plays in the criminal justice system and explore the hot issues that are changing the face of criminal justice today--and shaping its future.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Illustrates the issue of economic inequality within the American justice system. The best-selling text, The Rich Get Richer and the Poor Get Prison contends
that the criminal justice system is biased against the poor from start to finish. The authors argue that even before the process of arrest, trial, and
sentencing, the system is biased against the poor in what it chooses to treat as crime. The authors show that numerous acts of the well-off--such as their
refusal to make workplaces safe, refusal to curtail deadly pollution, promotion of unnecessary surgery, and prescriptions for unnecessary drugs--cause as
much harm as the acts of the poor that are treated as crimes. However, the dangerous acts of the well-off are almost never treated as crimes, and when
they are, they are almost never treated as severely as the crimes of the poor. Not only does the criminal justice system fail to protect against the harmful
acts of well-off people, it also fails to remedy the causes of crime, such as poverty. This results in a large population of poor criminals in our prisons and in
our media. The authors contend that the idea of crime as a work of the poor serves the interests of the rich and powerful while conveying a misleading
notion that the real threat to Americans comes from the bottom of society rather than the top. Learning Goals Upon completing this book, readers will be
able to: Examine the criminal justice system through the lens of the poor. Understand that much of what goes on in the criminal justice system violates
one’s own sense of fairness. Morally evaluate the criminal justice system’s failures. Identify the type of legislature that is biased against the poor.
Criminal Justice Internships: Theory Into Practice, 8th Edition, guides the student, instructor, and internship site supervisor through the entire internship
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process, offering advice and information for use at the internship site as well as pre-planning and assessment activities. With more and more students
engaging in internships as a means of enhancing their credentials, the internship has become a defining educational moment. Students learn basics such as
choosing an internship site at either a public agency or a private firm, résumé writing techniques, effective use of social networks, interviewing skills, and
the importance of setting and developing goals and assessing progress. It also serves as a reference tool for professors and supervisory personnel who
assist and supervise the student during the experience. Key Features Addresses the needs of students, administrators, and criminal justice internship
supervisors in one resource. Chapters end with practical exercises, such as: preparing for your internship; thinking about your internship placement;
planning your internship; your role as an intern; political, economic, and legal factors at your site; assessing your internship. Covers online presence
concerns to help students succeed in the age of social media, including protecting one’s reputation and using LinkedIn effectively. Includes sample résumés
and cover letters. Maintains an important focus on ethics in the workplace through all phases of the internship experience. Outstanding suite of ancillaries,
including links to internship sites, Ethics-in-Practice Scenarios and Forms and Resources for students, and Instructor’s Notes, Sample Syllabi, midterm
questions, links to internship sites, and PowerPoint Lecture slides for instructors.
A highly accessible, student-friendly text, JUVENILE JUSTICE, Sixth Edition, offers a practical and comprehensive look at the juvenile justice system. The text
explores various programs and processes that exist in today's field, including prevention efforts through school and community-based programs. The Sixth
edition features a prestigious new coauthor--John Paul Wright from the University of Cincinnati--and provides a new emphasis on evidence-based practice
and other cutting-edge issues such as cyberbullying, school violence, female delinquency, and more. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Law and Practice
Criminal Investigation
A Brief Introduction
Ethical Dilemmas and Decisions in Criminal Justice
Criminal Justice in Action
For courses in criminology. A clear, contemporary, and comprehensive introduction to criminology With a hallmark theme of social problems versus individual responsibility, Revel (TM)
Criminology Today: An Integrative Introduction prompts students to think critically about the causes of crime and the link between crime theories and policies. Real-life stories and up-to-date
issues and examples bring to life both historical and modern criminological approaches. The 10th Edition addresses the poignant question of how security and freedom interface in an age of
increasing globalism and provides substantially enlarged coverage of terrorism and cyberterrorism. Revel is Pearson's newest way of delivering our respected content. Fully digital and highly
engaging, Revel replaces the textbook and gives students everything they need for the course. Informed by extensive research on how people read, think, and learn, Revel is an interactive
learning environment that enables students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience -- for less than the cost of a traditional textbook. NOTE: This Revel Combo Access pack
includes a Revel access code plus a loose-leaf print reference (delivered by mail) to complement your Revel experience. In addition to this access code, you will need a course invite link,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use Revel.
A practical and applied introduction to criminal justice Introduction to Criminal Justice: Practice and Process shows you how to think practically about the criminal justice system by offering you
a proven, problem-based approach to learning. Bestselling authors Kenneth J. Peak and Tamara D. Madensen draw on their many years of combined practitioner and academic experience to
explain the importance of criminal justice and show how key trends, emerging issues, historical background, and practical lessons can be applied in the field. New to the Third Edition: An
emphasis on constitutional policing, legitimacy, and procedural justice stresses the importance for police to develop a “guardian” mindset over a “soldier” mindset. New discussions of
contemporary criminological theories̶such as social structure theories, social process theories, social conflict theories, feminist theories, and environmental criminology theories̶provide you
with a concise explanation on why people commit crimes and how to prevent them in the modern world. An in-depth view of three particularly challenging problems and policy
issues̶terrorism, the mentally ill population, and illegal immigration̶demonstrate how todayʼs society and the criminal justice system are affected by these issues and what can be done to
address the problems. New examples and case studies of ethical dilemmas illustrate today's climate of distrust, dissension, and dysfunction to encourage you to think critically about what is
considered “ethical”. New video interviews with criminal justice professionals offer you career advice, provide you with insights into a variety of career paths, and discuss challenges and
misconceptions of each profession.
A practical guide for both students and practitioners in the field. Written by a nationally recognized expert in criminal investigation and police procedure, Criminal Investigation: The Art and the
Science, Seventh Edition, clearly and thoughtfully explains the fundamentals of criminal investigation and forensic science as practiced by police investigators across the nation. The text
explores new and emerging techniques in forensic science and how they interface with evidence collection in the field and evidence analysis in the laboratory. Lyman focuses on the steps and
considerations involved in actual criminal investigations and examines the many external variables than can influence an investigator's success in the field.
The first and BEST-SELLING brief introduction to criminal justice text, Criminal Justice: A Brief Introduction 9e offers instructors and students a trusted, authoritative and impeccably
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researched introduction to police, courts, and corrections. Designed with a new visual approach, this edition integrates graphic art with the important concepts and ideas of criminal justice. Its
unifying theme, its unmatched timeliness and its coverage of trends and technology makes this text THE standard by which all other brief texts are judged. An interactive website along with
author tweets (@schmalleger) extends chapter material and provides up-to-the minute currentthe most recent information on this ever-evolving field. This is the standalone book, if you want
the book/access code order the ISBN listed below. 0132768887 / 9780132768887 Criminal Justice: A Brief Introduction and Criminal Justice Interactive Student Access Code Card Package
Package consists of: 0135068460 / 9780135068465 Criminal Justice Interactive Student Access Code Card 0137069839 / 9780137069835 Criminal Justice: A Brief Introduction
An Introduction to Policing
Criminal Justice Today
An Introductory Text for the 21st Century, Student Value Edition
Criminal Justice in America
World Criminal Justice Systems

Introduction to Policing, Third Edition continues to focus on the thought-provoking, contemporary issues that underscore the challenging and rewarding world of
policing. Steven M. Cox, Susan Marchionna, and experienced law enforcement officer Brian D. Fitch balance theory, research, and practice to give students a
comprehensive, yet concise, overview of both the foundations of policing and the expanded role of today’s police officers. The accessible and engaging writing
style, combined with stories from the field, make policing concepts and practices easy for students to understand and analyze. Unique coverage of policing in
multicultural communities, the impact of technology on policing, and extensive coverage of policing strategies and procedures — such as those that detail the use of
force —make this bestselling book a must-have for policing courses.
Packed with current, real-world examples, ETHICAL DILEMMAS AND DECISIONS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE, 9th Edition offers comprehensive, balanced, and practical
coverage of ethics across all three arms of the criminal justice system: the police, the courts, and corrections. Readers find coverage of the philosophical principles
and theories that are the foundation of ethical decision-making, as well as the latest challenges and issues in criminal justice -- the militarization of the police, mass
imprisonment, wrongful convictions, the misuse of power by elected officials and/or other public servants, and more. The text provides a wealth of hands-on
exercises as well as such insightful features as In the News boxes spotlighting recent examples of misconduct. For those studying or contemplating a career in
criminal justice, real-life cases and situations demonstrate the significance of ethics in today's criminal justice arena. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Criminology TodayAn Integrative Introduction
Introduce students to the challenges, excitement, and rewards of law enforcement today with Dempsey and Forst's AN INTRODUCTION TO POLICING, 8th Edition.
Written by law enforcement veterans with extensive first-hand experience in all areas of policing, this engaging, comprehensive book blends practical information
with pertinent theory. The authors examine today's most current issues and topics, including homeland security, recent terrorism incidents, the controversial Secure
Communities Program by DHS, Specialized Policing Responses to individuals with mental illness, advances in policing technology, and more. Readers find the
latest in academic and practitioner research as well as the most current applications, statistics, court cases, and information on law enforcement careers, all
introduced through memorable learning features. The book also discusses small and rural departments while maintaining critical foundational coverage students
need to fully understand who police are, what they do, and how they do it. Extensive examples from police departments throughout the nation and world as well as
essays from respected law enforcement veterans offer insights into crucial law enforcement issues and challenges. AN INTRODUCTION TO POLICING is an essential
read for anyone considering a career in law enforcement today. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Revel for Criminology Today
Delinquency, Processing, and the Law
Criminology Today
Introduction to Criminal Justice
A Comparative Survey
Packed with examples from real-world situations faced by today's law enforcement professionals, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE: LAW AND PRACTICE, 9e gives you a practical and authoritative
look at the most current guidelines in criminal procedure. Comprehensive and accurate without bogging you down in unnecessary details, the text includes cutting-edge coverage of the law on
arrests, searches and seizures, vehicle stops, use of force, interrogations, and line-ups. It also discusses current topics on racial profiling, DNA evidence, plea bargaining, seizures of text/email
messages, technology, the USA Patriot Act, and much more. Long known for its relevance to law enforcement, it features interesting case briefs, sample police forms, hypothetical cases, and
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coverage of the most recent Supreme Court rulings. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
"This is one of the best texts I have seen in a while...It makes the world of criminology less daunting and more relevant." —Allyson S. Maida, St. John’s University Introduction to Criminology,
Tenth Edition, is a comprehensive introduction to the study of criminology, focusing on the vital core areas of the field—theory, method, and criminal behavior. With more attention to crime
typologies than most introductory texts, Hagan and Daigle investigate all forms of criminal activity, such as organized crime, white collar crime, political crime, and environmental crime. The
methods of operation, the effects on society and policy decisions, and the connection between theory and criminal behavior are all explained in a clear, accessible manner. A Complete Teaching &
Learning Package SAGE Premium Video Included in the interactive eBook! SAGE Premium Video tools and resources boost comprehension and bolster analysis. Preview a video now.
Interactive eBook Includes access to SAGE Premium Video, multimedia tools, and much more! Save when you bundle the interactive eBook with the new edition. Order using bundle ISBN:
978-1-5443-6676-0. Learn more. SAGE coursepacks FREE! Easily import our quality instructor and student resource content into your school’s learning management system (LMS) and save
time. Learn more. SAGE edge FREE online resources for students that make learning easier. See how your students benefit. .
The Student Study Guide accompanying the ninth edition of Sue Titus Reid's Criminal Justice Essentials provides a comprehensive resource to aid and enhance student learning. Including chapter
outlines, key concepts, and a variety of study questions and answer, the Student Study Guide offers the ideal complement to Criminal Justice Essentials. Represents the most thorough, legally
accurate, and best-researched overview of the U.S. criminal justice system available today Anchored within the framework of the legal system and consistently includes legal decisions as a basis
for much of its direction Accurately interprets the legal decisions which are cited Utilizes references to current affairs Available in full color, including over 100 color photographs
Concise and career focused, with cutting-edge topic coverage, the exciting new CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN ACTION: THE CORE, 9th Edition, delivers an accessible, applied, and real-world
introduction to the field. Gripping photos and an engaging magazine-like layout make this succinct text ideal for a fast-paced course and visual learners. The text presents topics and cases straight
from today's headlines, putting students in the center of the action with vivid, relatable examples that demonstrate the core principles of the American justice system at work. Reflecting reviewer
feedback, the text combines just the right depth of coverage with innovative media resources and a wealth of learning tools that appeal to a variety of learning styles. This edition features extensive
ethics coverage, practical career guidance (including how to research professions on LinkedIn), and thought-provoking new material on controversial social issues and criminal justice policies.
What’s more, the MindTap that accompanies this text helps students practice and master techniques and key concepts while engaging them with video cases, career-based decision-making
scenarios, visual summaries, and more. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Corrections in the 21st Century
Criminal Procedure
An Integrative Introduction Access Card
Introduction to Criminology
Research Methods in Criminal Justice and Criminology
In the field of law enforcement in the United States, it is essential to know the contemporary problems being faced and combine that knowledge with empirical research and theoretical reasoning to arrive at best
practices and an understanding of policing. Policing in America, Eighth Edition, provides a thorough analysis of the key issues in policing today, and offers an issues-oriented discussion focusing on critical
concerns such as personnel systems, organization and management, operations, discretion, use of force, culture and behavior, ethics and deviance, civil liability, and police-community relations. A critical
assessment of police history and the role politics played in the development of American police institutions is also addressed, as well as globalization, terrorism, and homeland security. This new edition not only
offers updated research and examples, it also incorporates more ways for the reader to connect to the content through learning objectives, discussion questions, and "Myths and Realities of Policing" boxes. Video
and Internet links provide additional coverage of important issues. With completely revised and updated chapters, Policing in America, Eighth Edition provides an up-to-date examination of what to expect as a
police officer in America. In full color, including photographs and illustrations Video links provide additional coverage of topics discussed in the text Learning objectives, critical thinking questions, and review
questions in every chapter help to reinforce key concepts Updated figures and “Myths and Realities of Policing boxes provide important context Includes all-new content, such as further coverage of violent crime
reduction programs, gangs, and drug use Access to student and instructor ancillaries, including Self-Assessments, Case Studies, Test Bank, and PowerPoint Lecture Slides
For courses in Research Methods in Criminal Justice and Criminology Teaches research fundamentals with a grounded, real-world approach Research Methods in Criminal Justice and Criminology, Tenth Edition,
teaches contemporary research methods using examples of real criminological and criminal justice studies to illustrate concepts and techniques. Hagan's best-selling approach familiarizes students with examples of
research in the field as they learn fundamental research skills. The text emphasizes sources and resources of classic and contemporary research in the field and helps students and professionals better understand the
extensive diversity of research available and in progress in criminal justice. The logical organization carries students through the sequence of the research process, but is flexible enough to allow instructors to
customize the text to suit their courses. The Tenth Edition brings the text up to date with the most recent developments and research in the field.
Justice, Crime, and Ethics, a leading textbook in criminal justice programs, examines ethical dilemmas pertaining to the administration of criminal justice and professional activities in the field. This eighth edition
continues to deliver a broad scope of topics through focus on law enforcement, legal practice, sentencing, corrections, research, crime control policy, and philosophical issues. The book's robust coverage
encompasses contentious issues such as capital punishment, prison corruption, the use of deception in police interrogation, and many more. New content includes new material on juvenile justice, corporate crime,
and prosecutorial misconduct. Students of criminal justice, as well as instructors and professionals in the field, will continue to rely on this thorough, dependable resource on ethical decision-making in the criminal
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justice system. Essays are enhanced with case studies and exercises designed to stimulate critical and creative thinking regarding ethical issues in crime and justice Discussion questions and lists of key concepts
focus students and help them to understand ethics in the context of the criminal justice system New chapters cover ethical issues related to juvenile justice and corporate misconduct, and chapters on police and
prosecutor ethics have been extensively updated A full suite of online ancillaries for instructors and students adds value to lectures and enriches the learning experience
Good police officers are often promoted into supervisory positions with little or no training for what makes a good manager. Effective Police Supervision provides readers with an understanding of the group
behaviors and organizational dynamics necessary to understand the fundamentals of police administration. The Effective Police Supervision Study Guide, which includes quizzes and other study tools, gives
students, as well as professionals training for promotional exams, a way to review the material and be fully prepared for examinations and the world of police supervision. This new edition, like the new edition of
the textbook it accompanies, includes information on the following topics: police accountability, police involvement with news media, dealing with social media, updates on legal considerations, and avoiding
scandals.
Criminal Justice Internships
Juvenile Justice
The Art and the Science
Effective Police Supervision Study Guide

This book explores various programs and processes that exist in today's juvenile justice system, including prevention efforts through school and community-based programs.
For courses in criminology. A thorough, student-friendly introduction to criminology With a hallmark theme of social problems versus individual responsibility, Criminology Today: An
Integrative Introduction prompts students to think critically about the causes of crime and the link between crime theories and policies. Real-life stories and up-to-date issues and examples
bring to life both historical and modern criminological approaches. The 9th edition provides more coverage of terrorism and cyberterrorism, including an overview of the many types of
terrorist groups and the findings and recommendations of special committees and government bodies. Criminology Today: An Integrative Introduction , 9 th Edition, is also available via
Revel(tm), an interactive learning environment that enables students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience.
Corrections in the 21st Century uses a practical approach to introduce students to the ideas and practices characteristic of modern corrections while equipping them with the skills necessary
to succeed in the field. Its approach to corrections includes a thorough description of correctional ideology, a comprehensive overview of correctional practice, and the development of
personal skills applicable to the corrections field. The text's central theme throughout is professionalism in corrections. The fifth edition offers an enhanced the theme of evidence-based
corrections as a way of measuring the effectiveness of corrections policies and practices. Utilizing the latest data, up-to-the-minute news, and cutting-edge technological developments,
students learn to be an effective and ethical corrections professional in today's interdependent world.
For courses in Police Community Relations or Community Policing An up-to-date, interdisciplinary approach to understanding and practicing positive police-community relations PoliceCommunity Relations and the Administration of Justice, Ninth Edition, continues the theme of citizen participation, emphasizes why it is critical to the effectiveness of the criminal justice
system, and addresses the dynamic nature of police-community relations. The book focuses on the importance of and strategies for positive police-community interactions and addresses the
internal and external communities the police serve. The text's interdisciplinary approach draws data and discussions from a wide range of disciplines and gives students a well-rounded
perspective to help them better understand and practice positive police-community relations. The Ninth Edition includes updated data and references throughout; new ideas for addressing the
ongoing changes in police-community relations; new insights on how the police organization fits with the community it serves; enhanced information on the dynamics of policing realities; a
look at the different levels of communication and how to improve communications; the relationships between the media and the police; and more.
Explaining Crime and Its Context
Rich Get Richer and the Poor Get Prison, The (Subscription)
An Integrative Introduction
Introduction to Policing
Criminal Justice
As riveting and current as today's headlines, CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN ACTION, Ninth Edition, is designed with today's busy students
and instructors in mind. Concepts make sense to students, thanks to vivid straight-from-the-headlines vignettes at the beginning
of every chapter and plentiful real-world examples throughout the book. Choosing what's important to remember is a snap with each
chapter's numbered objectives, which are reinforced throughout the chapter as well as in the book's supplementary items. Thinking
critically and writing become less intimidating for students with the guidance of practical writing activities. Reviewers praise
the book's crisp, clear topic coverage as well as its engaging magazine-style design and captivating writing, which combine to
draw students into the material. And, with this edition's expanded coverage of ethics, policy, and discretion, students gain a
panoramic view of key criminal justice issues that goes far beyond learning facts and the law. Important Notice: Media content
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referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Packed with the latest data and research, the powerful new DRUG USE AND ABUSE: A COMPREHENSIVE INTRODUCTION, 8e delivers a
thorough, interdisciplinary survey of all aspects of drug and alcohol abuse. The text draws from the many disciplines of history,
law, pharmacology, political science, social work, counseling, psychology, sociology, and criminal justice--resulting in the most
comprehensive, authoritative single source available. It explores the history of drugs, their impact on society, the
pharmacological impact of drugs on the body, drug policy implications, the criminal justice system response, the drug business,
law enforcement, theories of use, as well as the effects, treatment, and prevention of abuse. New coverage includes nonmedical use
of prescription drugs, synthetic substances, the use of stimulants to treat PTSD and ADD, medical marijuana, the connection
between drug trafficking and terrorism, and an updated analysis of the United States drug policy. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This comparative text provides an understanding of major world criminal justice systems by discussing and comparing the systems of
six of the world’s countries: England, France, Russia, China, Japan, and a new chapter on South Africa—each representative of a
different type of legal system. An additional chapter on Islamic law uses Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Turkey as main examples.
Political, historical, organizational, procedural, and critical issues confronting the justice systems are explained and analyzed.
Each chapter contains material on government, police, judiciary, law, corrections, juvenile justice, and other critical issues.
"The text is written from a practical standpoint, which students are likely to understand and appreciate." —Lindsey Livingston
Runell, J.D., Ph.D., Kutztown University Brief, focused, and up-to-date, Juvenile Justice: A Guide to Theory, Policy, and
Practice, Ninth Edition, is a must-have text that takes students on a journey through the practical realities of the juvenile
justice system and the most current topics in the field. Students not only learn about the history, process, and theories of the
juvenile justice system, but they also gain access to the latest crime measurements and explore important issues such as communitybased sanctions, treatment and rehabilitation, gangs, and international youth crime. Emphasizing evidence-based practices, the
authors guide readers through the methods and problems of the system and offer realistic insights for students interested in a
career in juvenile justice. Real-life examples, excellent pedagogical features, and a complete online ancillary package are
provided to help instructors effectively teach the course and help students learn interactively. Give your students the SAGE edge!
SAGE edge offers a robust online environment featuring an impressive array of free tools and resources for review, study, and
further exploration, keeping both instructors and students on the cutting edge of teaching and learning. Learn more at
edge.sagepub.com/coxjj9e.
Justice, Crime, and Ethics
Criminal Justice in Action: The Core
Introduction to Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice
Criminal Justice Essentials
Theory Into Practice
For courses in criminology. A thorough, student-friendly introduction to criminology With a hallmark theme of social problems versus individual responsibility, Revel(TM)
Criminology Tod ay: An Integrative Introduction prompts students to think critically about the causes of crime and the link between crime theories and policies. Real-life stories and upto-date issues and examples bring to life both historical and modern criminological approaches. The 9th edition provides more coverage of terrorism and cyberterrorism, including an
overview of the many types of terrorist groups and the findings and recommendations of special committees and government bodies. Revel is Pearson's newest way of delivering our
respected content. Fully digital and highly engaging, Revel replaces the textbook and gives students everything they need for the course. Informed by extensive research on how people
read, think, and learn, Revel is an interactive learning environment that enables students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience -- for less than the cost of a
traditional textbook. NOTE: Revel is a fully digital delivery of Pearson content. This ISBN is for the standalone Revel access card. In addition to this access card, you will need a course
invite link, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Revel.
An engaging text/CD-ROM package with many features designed to spark student interest. Coverage progresses from measuring and explaining crime through policing, prisons, and
the juvenile justice system. Boxed readings deal with criminal justice in action, criminal justice and technology, and popular culture, and offer first-person accounts of crimi
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
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products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or
renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the
access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a
higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- A market-leader, The Juvenile Justice System, 7e, follows a true-tolife focus, capturing the essence of what it means to be part of the juvenile justice system through personality highlights, career snapshots, and personal accounts. The text provides a
thorough examination of the juvenile justice system through easy-to-understand descriptions and discussions of policy, practice, and procedure in juvenile justice. It covers the entire
process from arrest, intake, and adjudicatory hearings, to dispositions, and aftercare. This includes up-to-date, comprehensive coverage of historical, applied, theoretical, and legal
information about the juvenile justice system and juvenile delinquency. 0133009475 / 9780133009477 Juvenile Justice System, The: Delinquency, Processing, and the Law Plus
MyCrimeKit -- Access Card Package Package consists of 0132764466 / 9780132764469 Juvenile Justice System, The: Delinquency, Processing, and the Law 0205541755 / 9780205541751
MyCrimeKit -- Valuepack Access Card
This Study Guide gives your students extensive practice tests to help them review for their course. Each chapter has Chapter Objectives, a Chapter Summary, Key Terms, and a
Practice Test Bank including multiple choice, true/false, fill-in-the-blank, and essay questions with a full answer key.
Criminology
Policing in America
Practice and Process
Criminal Procedure: Law and Practice
An Integrative Introduction -- Combo Access Card
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